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The fisherman's family is defined as the family which their principal livelihood anyway is fishing in the sea. Their nature of communalism is very high. They have to face the horrible weather and sea waves as well as stay for days at sea in order to get a lot of fish. Their settlements are usually slum and dirty. Moreover, most of young fishermen who are out of school, because they have help in the sea. All members of fishermen’s family mobilized to carry out various activities to make money in an attempt to survive. Sakinah family is the desire and hope even human purposes, both of which will or who are building the household. Building the sakinah family is very important even it is the ultimate goal of marriage in Islam, as Allah SWT says in surah Al-Rum verse 21. On one hand, creating sakinah household not as easy as turning the palm of the hand. Fostering and creating a sakinah household needs the struggle, sacrifice, patience and a genuine effort to make it.

From that problems, the writer wanted to know how do the fisherman’s family’s view and effort on sakinah family at Village of Tasikmadu District of Watulimo Sub-Province of Trenggalek.

This research includes an empirical study with a qualitative method. Data collection’s techniques are observation, interviews, and documentation. Mechanical testing of the validity of the data that writer use is based on a triangulation technique. While the stages of data analysis techniques are editing, classifying, verifying, analyzing, and concluding.

The results of this study are a wide variety of fisherman’s families’ understanding in the sakinah family, but it can be deduced that their understanding of sakinah family is; family that Islam expects, peaceful, happy family in accordance to the guidance of Allah and the Prophet. In realizing the sakinah family their efforts as follows; to be active in islamic recitation, to send their children to the TPQ, to teaches the family’s members patiently, to work and to try to earn a living spirit and the needs of school fees, to limit the child to be less socially mingle freely and fall to the wrong crowd, to refrain from wanting a less critical needs, to prioritize the primary, and have mutual understanding among family’s members.